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[elem_princi_only] Video for Next Week's Schedule

Fri, Sep 25, 2020 03:32 PM

Hello Elementary Team

What an incredible job you have all done kicking off this school year. We have record high
attendance and are hearing wonderful things for families. We know these last 5 days haven't been
without their challenges, but it is clear all of your hard work is paying off.

The slow roll out schedule brings its own unique challenges. We've heard many questions about next
week's schedule and wanted to ensure everyone received the same information. Linked below is an
explanation of next week's schedule. We know this is coming late on a Friday, so please use this to
help inform your time next week, but know that if your plans during your teaching blocks are a little
different, that's okay. 

Link to video explanation of the schedule for Sept 28-Oct 2

Things to know about next week:

There are three schedules next week! Monday/Tuesday has one start & end time,
Wednesday is shorter, and Thursday/Friday add more time to students' day. Please pay
special attention to your start and end times as we continue to roll out our schedule.
This Wednesday kicks off our shortened live time with students. Every Wednesday we
will be live with students for 65 minutes. We'll have 30 minutes of SEL, a 5 minute
break, and 30 minutes of small group time. The video references small group time, but
please remember right now we're using this time for technology skills. This week we are
NOT providing asynchronous core content (green time) lessons for students, but in the
weeks to come, students will do their core content on their own on Wednesdays.
Applied learning time starts on Monday. Students complete 45-55 minutes of math
practice (Dreambox is recommended) and independent reading on their own every day. 

From here on out, we will send a video and slides with more details about the upcoming week by
Wednesday afternoon.

Thank you for all you are doing! You are appreciated - enjoy your weekend.

Brooke 

-- 

https://www.loom.com/share/361ef48b14e14c5c9c15bec7e5b85570
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Brooke Wagner D.Ed.
Director of Elementary Education 
Eugene 4J School District
200 North Monroe
Eugene, OR 97402
541-790-7562
wagner_b@4j.lane.edu
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